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ABSTRACT 
We present an error analysis of the symmetric Lanczos algorithm in finite 
precision arithmetic. The loss of orthogonality among the computed Lanczos vectors is 
explained with the help of a recurrence formula. A backward error analysis shows that 
semiorthogonality among the Lanczos vectors is enough to guarantee the accuracy of 
the computed quantities up to machine precision. The results of this analysis are then 
extended to the more general case of the Lanczos algorithm with a semiorthogonaliza- 
tion strategy. Based on the recurrence formula, a new reorthogonalization method 
called partial reorthogonalization is introduced. We show that both partial reorthogo- 
nalization and selective orthogonalization as introduced by Parlett and Scott [15] are 
semiorthogonalization strategies. Finally we discuss the application of our results to 
the solution of linear systems of equations and to the eigenvalue problem. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The Lanczos algorithm [6] is becoming accepted as a powerful tool for 
finding the eigenvalues of a matrix and for solving linear systems of equations. 
In recent years there has been considerable interest in the algorithm and its 
applications [l-4,7-18]. Paige [8-lo] and Grcar [4] have given detailed error 
analyses of the simple Lanczos algorithm. Here we will discuss a backward 
error analysis of the Lanczos algorithm with various reorthogonalization 
methods. In order to present a unifying treatment of methods like full 
reorthogonalization, selective orthogonalization [ 151, periodic reorthogonaliza- 
tion [4], and partial reorthogonalization, we introduce the new concept of a 
semiorthogonalization strategy. The Lanczos algorithm will be considered as a 
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method for tridiagonalizing a symmetric n x n matrix A. Our main result will 
be that the Lanczos algorithm with a semiorthogonalization strategy com- 
putes after j steps a tridiagonal matrix Tj which is, up to roundoff, the 
orthogonal projection of A onto span(Qj). 
In order to obtain this result, we first introduce the Lanczos algorithm in 
exact arithmetic in Section 2. In Section 3 we set up a mathematical model of 
the Lanczos algorithm in the presence of roundoff errors. This model will then 
serve as the basis of our analysis. In Section 4 we then derive a recurrence 
formula, which is originally due to Paige [8]. This formula is of central 
importance for this analysis, because it explains the loss of orthogonality 
among the Lanczos vectors. 
After some preliminary lemmas in Section 5, we will discuss in Section 6 
the simple Lanczos algorithm and glean some insight into why the semior- 
thogonality of the Lanczos vectors is crucial for the accuracy of the computed 
tridiagonal matrix Tj. This insight leads to the definition of a semiorthogonali- 
zation strategy in Section 7. The main theorem concerning the accuracy of Tj 
follows then directly from the results of Section 6. Based on the recurrence 
from Section 4, the new method of partial reorthogonalization is introduced. 
We then show that the various reorthogonalization methods mentioned above 
are indeed semiorthogonalization strategies. In the case of selective orthogo 
nalization (SO) this involves a new proof of the fact that SO maintains 
semiorthogonality. 
2. THE LANCZOS ALGORITHM IN EXACT ARITHMETIC 
The simple Lanczos algorithm for a symmetric n x n matrix A computes a 
sequence of Lanczos vectors qj and scalars aj, pi as follows: 
1: choose a starting vector rl, r, + 0, set q0 = 0, & = llrlll 
2: for j=l,2,... do 
4j = ‘j/Pj 
~j=Aqj-Pjqj-1 
aj = u;qj 
‘j+ 1 = I_$ - ajqj 
Pj+I = Ilrj+lll 
One pass through step 2 is a Lanczos step. The equation for one Lanczos step 
can be written as 
Pj+1qj+l=Aqj-“jqi_Pjqj~1. (2.1) 
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The first j equations (2.1) can be condensed in matrix form as 
AQj - QiTj = Pi+lqi+lej+, (2.2) 
where Qj=(ql,...,qj), eT=(O,O ,..., l), and 
a1 P2 0 ... o- 
P2 a2 P, 0 
TjE 1’. ‘. ‘. :, 
0 . . . 
The vectors qj are orthonormal, i.e. 
where Ij is the j x j identity matrix. Paige [9] has shown that the above 
implementation is the best among several alternatives. 
The algorithm terminates if pi+ i = 0, and this will happen for some j < n 
in exact arithmetic. The eigenvalues of the tridiagonal matrix Tj are called the 
Ritz values. If si, i = 1 , . . . , j, are the eigenvectors of Tj, the vectors yi = Qjsi 
are called the Ritz vectors. Ritz values and vectors are the Rayleigh-Ritz 
approximations to the eigenvalues and vectors of A from span(Qj), the 
subspace spanned by the vectors ql,. . . ,qi. More details on the Lanczos 
algorithm for computing eigenvalues can be found in [13]. 
The algorithm can also be used for solving linear systems of equations 
Ax = b. Then b is chosen as starting vector, and at the ith step one 
approximate solution is given by x j = QjTlr ‘blel. This is explained in detail in 
[14] and [18]. If A is also positive definite, the so defined x j is identical to the 
jth iterate produced by the conjugate gradient algorithm. This connection is 
explained in [12], where it is also used to derive a different, yet closely related 
algorithm for the solution of symmetric indefinite systems. 
3. A MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF THE LANCZOS ALGORITHM IN 
THE PRESENCE OF ROUNDOFF 
Most error analyses start out by making some assumptions on the roundoff 
errors which will occur when elementary operations like addition are carried 
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out in floating-point computation with relative precision E. Based on these 
assumptions, upper bounds on the errors in vector inner products, matrix-vec- 
tor multiplications, etc., are derived or the reader is referred to Wilkinson 
[20]. After providing these tools, then, finally the object of analysis itself is 
approached. Lengthy and complicated derivations finally yield error bounds 
which are rigorous. 
We try here a different approach. In this section we are going to state a 
set of assumptions on the behavior of the rounding errors occurring in the 
Lanczos algorithm in finite precision. These assumptions constitute a model 
for the actual computation. This model includes certain features (the essential 
ones in my opinion), but discards others (the irrelevant ones). On this model 
we build a rigorous analysis. By dealing only with the important points, we 
will be able to present an analysis which brings clarity and is much easier to 
follow than a completely rigorous analysis. The simplification of the results 
and their relation to the observed behavior of the Lanczos algorithm will 
eventually justify our choice of model. However, it is clear that we can only 
be sure of this type of analysis after going through a frilly rigorous analysis. 
For the basic Lanczos algorithm this has been done already by Paige [lo]. 
The presentation of the Lanczos algorithm in Section 2 assumed an ideal 
mathematical setting. However, Lanczos himself [6] was already aware of the 
strong influence which roundoff had on the algorithm. The computed quanti- 
ties can differ greatly from their theoretical counterparts. 
In the context of finite precision arithmetic, the basic three term recur- 
rence between the Lanczos vectors at the j th step can be written 
(3.1) 
where the n-vector -f;. accounts for the local roundoff errors at the j th step, 
and the aj, pi, qj denote (as they will from now on) the corresponding 
computed quantities. As in (2.2), the first j equations (3.1) can be written in 
matrix form 
(3.2) 
where the n x j matrix Fj is given by Fj =(fi, fi,.. .,4). A bound on ]]Fj]] 
depends on the specific implementation of the Lanczos algorithm, and on the 
machine roundoff unit E. Parlett [13, p. 2681 has observed no exception to the 
assertion that 
ll’jll G 4AII~ (3.3) 
where ]I* I] denotes the 2-norm, as it will from now on. The actual bound is 
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only a small multiple of this [lo]. The formula (3.3) is also supported by a 
study of Ilfll, reported in [18]. In the following analysis we assume that (3.3) 
holds, i.e. & at the local errors are at roundoff level. 
Let the j x j matrix Wj = (aik) be defined by 
Wi = Q;Qj. (3.4) 
Ideally the Lanczos vectors should be orthogonal, i.e. Wj = Ii. But this 
relation is completely destroyed by the effects of finite precision arithmetic. 
No implementation of the Lanczos algorithm as described in Section 2 yields 
a small a priori bound on llWj - Zjll; in fact the elements of Wj - Zj can 
become as big as 1. The computed Lanczos vectors not only lose orthogonal- 
ity, but become linearly dependent to working precision. The growth of the 
elements of Wj - Zj will be referred to as the loss of orthogonality among the 
Lanczos vectors. Let the first j Lanczos vectors 91, Qz,. . . , Qj satisfy 
19f9kl G “j (3.5) 
for i = 1 ,..., j, k=l,..., j, k # i, and 0 < wj < 1. The smallest w. for which 
(3.5) holds will be called the level of orthogodity among de Lanczos 
vectors. If wj = &, then the Lanczos vectors will be called semiorthogonal. 
Clearly, if wj = 0 the vectors are orthonormal. The example in Figure 1 
illustrates the typical loss of orthogonality as the Lanczos algorithm proceeds. 
The level of orthogonality among the Lanczos vectors is plotted on a 
logarithmic scale for the first 55 steps of a run of the algorithm with a matrix 
of order 12 = 961, resulting from an approximation to Poisson’s equation on 
FIG. 1. The loss of orthogonality among the Lanczos vectors. 
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the unit square with 31 X31 grid points. The starting vector is q1 = 
(I, I, * * -, 1)*/M. 
Some more assumptions are necessary in order to simplify the technical 
details of the analysis of the loss of orthogonality. It will be assumed that the 
Lanczos vectors are exactly normalized, i.e. that 
4i%k = 1 for k = l,...,j, (3.6) 
and that locally the level of orthogonality among the qi’s satisfies the 
following relation: 
Pk+lqk*+lqk =O(dIIAll for k = l,...,j. (3.7) 
Paige [lo, p. 3441 shows that the actual bound on the local loss of orthogonal- 
ity is Pk+llqk*+lqkl < 2(n + 4)1]A]]e. For our purposes (3.7) is sufficient, since 
as long as 2( 12 + 4)]] A]]& K 6 the actual size of Pk+ lqc+ Iqk is not important 
for the following analysis. Similarly, the later analysis will show that roundoff 
errors in the normalization of the qj’s are inconsequential for the loss of 
orthogonality. 
Finally let us assume that 
no /Ii + i ever becomes negligible. (3.8) 
This is almost always true in practice, and the rare cases where a p .+ 1 does 
become small are actually the lucky ones, since then the algorithm s 1: ould be 
terminated, having found an invariant subspace. 
(3.1)-(3.8) constitute the mathematical model of the Lanczos algorithm 
which we are going to investigate further. The goal of the rest of this paper is 
to explain the mechanism which causes the loss of orthogonality in the 
Lanczos algorithm, and then to analyze the algorithm in the light of this 
understanding. The results will help to clarify the role of the 6 threshold, 
which appears both in Parlett and Scott’s [15] and Grcar’s [4] work. The 
insight will also lead to a new orthogonalization procedure, which will be 
discussed in Section 7. 
4. THE LOSS OF ORTHOGONALITY 
The loss of orthogonality and the associated “instability” of the Lanczos 
algorithm in the past has sometimes been simply credited to an accumulation 
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of roundoff and cancellation errors. Paige [g-11] was the first to provide an 
understanding of what exactly is happening when orthogonality is lost. He is 
the first one to regard the loss of orthogonality as an amplification of the local 
errors which can be explained through recurrence formulas. In this section we 
will follow Paige’s main ideas and present some of his results. Related ideas 
have been discussed by Grcar [4], and by Takahasi and Natori [19]. 
The loss of orthogonality can also be understood if one follows a simple 
geometrical argument. Suppose the algorithm was carried out for j steps 
without any error and the vectors 9i,. . . , 9j were perfectly orthogonal. Now at 
the j + 1st step a small error occurs, such that 9j+i is no longer orthogonal to 
the previous Lanczos vectors. From then on the algorithm is again continued 
without error. Even if 9j+Z were constructed perfectly orthogonal to 9j+ i and 
9j, it would no longer be orthogonal to the vectors 9i,. , . , 9j_ i, because 9j+ i 
was not orthogonal to them. The same is true for all consecutive Lanczos 
vectors. The error once introduced is propagated to future Lanczos vectors. 
Now if two consecutive Lanczos vectors qk_ i and qk deviate slightly from 
their correct direction, then of course the vector A9, will be also slightly 
wrong. This by itself would not be so bad, but this already slightly wrong Aq, 
will now additionally be orthogonalized against already deviating vectors, and 
thus the resulting qk+i will differ even more from its true direction. Once 
introduced, the error is thus not only propagated, but depending on the 
geometry of the 9j’s, it may be additionally amplified. 
The loss of orthogonality therefore can be viewed as the result of an 
amplification of each local error after its introduction into the computation. 
The following theorem is the arithmetic equivalent of the geometric consider- 
ations above. It quantifies precisely how the local error is propagated in the 
algorithm, and how the level of orthogonality rises due to the mechanisms of 
the algorithm. 
THEOREM 1. The elements uik of the j X j matrix Wj = Qj*Qj satisfy the 
following recurrence: 
‘- ? 
W/& = 1 for k = l,...,j, 
Okk-l= &k for k=2,...,j, 
bj+l”j+lk=bk+l”jk+1 +(“lk--j)wjkfPkwjk-l-Pjwj-Ik (4.1) 
+ 9;fk - 9k*fi for l<k< j, 
Here wk,, = 0 and &k = q$&- 1. 
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Proof. Write (3.1) for j and for k: 
Pj+lqj+l=Aqj-“jqj-PjQj-1-f;., (4.2) 
Pk+lQk+l= A%-Wk-bk-l-fk. (4.3) 
Forming qt(4.2) - q/(4.3) and simplifying yields the result n 
Theorem 1 and the following formulas (4.4) and (4.5) first appeared in [8, 
(8.23)] (see also [lo, p. 3461). 
Note that (4.1) can be also obtained in vector form. First premultiply (3.1) 
by Q,?: 
=TjQ~~j-cujQj*qj-PjQi*qj-1+Pj+lejqi*+1qj+Fj*qj-Qi*fi. 
(4.4) 
Let R j be the strictly upper triangular part of Wj (i.e., Rj is zero on and 
below the diagonal), and let ii~i, ii&, . . . , Ej be the columns of Rj. Let 
wj+r = QTqj+l. Then from (4.4) it follows that 
Pj+lwj+l = TjWj - ajWj - pjEj_ 1 +gj+ej(Pj+lqju,lqj-piq~9j~1), 
(4.5) 
where g j = Fj*qj - 074. [Equation (4.5) could have been obtained directly 
from (4.1) by writing (4.1) in vector form for k = 1,. . . , j.] From (4.5) we can 
obtain an estimate for the loss of orthogonality: 
Pj+lIIwj+lII G (II~ll+ I~~l)ll~~ll+B~ll~j-~II+ O(~IIAll) (4.6) 
G WYlm~{ IlGjll> Il@j-Ill} + 0(4lAll)* (4.7) 
Therefore the level of orthogonality grows at most by a factor of 2/l A/]/Pi+ i 
at each step. A small fij+, will cause a great loss of orthogonality. A Lanczos 
run which has rapidly decreasing or greatly varying pi ‘s will therefore suffer 
from a larger loss of orthogonality than a run with nearly constant /?,‘s. In 
order to obtain (4.7) we also used lITill < IjAIl+ jIFjll, which was shown by 
Paige [lo]. 
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The recurrence formula (4.1) shows that the loss of orthogonality is merely 
initiated by the local error 4. The growth of the elements of Wj depends 
mainly on the ai’s and &‘s. It is therefore definitely not due to an accumu- 
lation of roundoff or cancellation errors. Once the wjk have grown to a certain 
level, the local error terms 9th - 9:4, which are O(E), contribute negligibly 
to the growth of the loss of orthogonality. 
The loss of orthogonality is hence a phenomenon which is started by the 
4, but from then on its growth is determined by the aj’s and pj’s, i.e. by the 
eigenvalue distribution of A and by the starting vector 9i. 
The way in which orthogonality is lost can be understood better if 
Equation (4.5) is analyzed further. Let the exact spectral factorization of Tj be 
given by TjSj = S.Oj, where Oj = diag($j),. . . ,6jj)), Sj = (sjj), . . . ,sjj)), and 
S*=S-‘;anddeflinethevectorsy.~Q.s.fori=l,...,j.Notethat,contrary 
t(: Section 2, we consider here the ‘kruc/eigendecomposition of the computed 
T.. Therefore the 9,!j) and yjj’ should be referred to as the computed Ritz 
&es and vectors. They may differ from their ideal counterparts as defined 
in Section 2. In particular, there is no reason to expect the computed Ritz 
vectors to be orthonormal. Nevertheless we will refer to them here simply as 
Ritz values and vectors, since no confusion with the ideal quantities is likely. 
Furthermore let uji = efsij), the bottom element of the eigenvector sjj), and 
let the eigenvectors sij) be normalized to make uji positive. 
With all this notation the remaining analysis becomes quite simple. 
Considering the first j steps of the algorithm, the corresponding instances of 
(4.5) can be combined in matrix form as (cf. [8, (8.26)]) 
pj+lwj+leT = TjRj - RjTj + Gj, (4.8) 
where Gj is the strictly upper triangular part of Fj*Qj - QTFj. Forming 
sr(4.8)si, one obtains 
,8j+l~,?~j+luji = 6i~,?Rj~i - sTRjsiSi + sfGjsi, 
pi+ i ~;9~+ ,uji = s:Gjsi = yii. 
(4.9) 
This is precisely Paige’s theorem: 
THEOREM 2 (Paige). Let Sj, Oj, Gj. uji, and yii be defined as aboue. 
Then the vectors yi = Qjsi for i = 1,. . . j satisfy 
Yii 
Y:qi+l= pj+l~ji * (4.10) 
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Equation (4.10) describes the way in which the orthogonality is lost. We 
have assumed in (3.8) that no bj+i becomes negligible. If we also assume that 
yii is tiny like &]/All, the only way that ~:9~+r can become large is by uji 
becoming small. As Paige pointed out 
IlAY, - YiaiII = IlAQjsi - QjSi’iII = IIPj+l9j+leTSi + ‘jsill 
6 Pj+luji + ~IlAll 
and so a small uji indicates that (I?,, yi) is an approximate eigenpair of the 
matrix A. Paige’s theorem therefore can be stated as follows: loss of orthogo 
nality implies convergence of a Ritz pair to an eigenpair [S]. It is however not 
trivial to prove the convergence of the Ritz pair rigorously, since I I yi I I in (4.10) 
may be small. This has been done in [ 11, Theorem 3.11. 
5. LEMMAS 
In this section we will state and prove several lemmas, which will be 
needed in the later analysis of the Lanczos algorithm. These lemmas are 
mainly concerned with certain properties of the matrix Wj = QTQj and 
related matrices, and are therefore completely independent of any properties 
of the Lanczos algorithm. 
Letthejxjmatrix Wbegivenby W=(Wik),withWii=lfori=l,...,j, 
and - 16 aik < 1 for i # k, i, k = 1,. . . ,j; and let W = W*. Then define 
w = max 
lai,ka j 
Itiik]. 
i#k 
Denote by h,(W) the smallest and by hi(W) the largest eigenvalue of the 
matrix W. 
LEMMA 1. 
(a) X,(W) > 1 - (j - l)w. 
(b) Xi(W)< l+(j - 1)o. 
(c) ]lWll< l+(j - l)w. 
(d) I~W < l/(j - l), then W-l exists and IIW-‘II < l/P -(j - l)wl. 
Proof. Application of Gershgorin’s theorem n 
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LEMMAS. ktj>hldbt 
1 1 
w”zj-l. 
Then LL* = W, the Choleski factorization of W, exists and 
I(LII = IIL*lI d 6 3 
Proof. 
llLll=JAi(LL*)=/xJq< [l+(j-1)o]“2~~ 
IIL-*,l=/~=&@jy$ [1-(j-l)w] +2<&. n 
LEMMA 3. Zf 
1 1 
j>2 and w<--- 
2j-1 
so the Choleski factorization W = LL* exists, then the elements qik of the 
Choleski factor L satisfy 
qik = qk + 0( jw") for l<k<i<j, (54 
vii = 1+ 0( jw”) for l<i<j. (5.2) 
Proof. We prove (5.1) and (5.2) by induction. For j = 1 (5.2) obviously 
holds, and for j = 2 we have 
Hence qll = 1, q21 = wsl, qz = {l - o& = 1+ O(LJ&), and both (5.1) and 
(5.2) hold. 
For general j we can partition the Choleski factor as follows: 
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By induction the elements of the (j - 1) X(j - 1) lower triangular matrix 
zj_i satisfy (5.1) and (5.2). What is left to be shown is that the elements of 27 
satisfy (5.1), and that qjj satisfies (5.2). Let 27 =(qji, I~~,..., nj j_1). Then 
$jk = J$=lqjp$kpr where Vkp are the corresponding elements of the matrix 
Lj-l. Equation (5.1) can now be shown by induction over k. For k = 1 we 
obtain 
hence qjl = wji[l + 0(jw2)] = wji + 0(jw2), and (5.1) holds. For general k 
we obtain 
k-l 
ajk = c qjpqkp + qjkqkk 
p=l 
k-l 
= C [ wjp + 0(jw2>] [ wkp 
p=l 
+O(jW2)]+9jk[l+O(jw2)]. 
Hence 
and (5.1) holds for all eIements in Z]?. 
Finally 
j-l j-l 
~~j=1-p~l~~k=1-p~l[Wjk+o(~~2)]2 
and it follows that (5.2) also holds for qjj. 
6. ANALYSIS OF THE SIMPLE LANCZOS ALGORITHM 
There are two quantities at hand which could be the object of an error 
analysis of the Lanczos algorithm: the Lanczos vectors Q. and the matrix Tj 
formed by the ai and &. It is important to note the fo h owing fact at the 
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outset of any further analysis: If a matrix x is close to A, this does not imply 
that the sequence of Lanczos vectors computed from x is in any way close to 
the sequence of Lanczos vectors computed from A. This has already been 
remarked in [ 11, pp. 252-2531. The following example shows that Krylov 
subspaces can be very sensitive to small perturbations in the matrix. 
EXAMPLE. Consider 
where n is a real parameter. Then the first Lanczos step yields 
a1 = 1, ‘$2 = 
However, for the same 9i and 1 A=0 [ 0 B 2 -9 3 3, 1 4 
one obtains that 
Hence if2*q2 = 0 independently of TJ, and even a small perturbation in the 
matrix may therefore result in totally different, i.e. orthogonal, Lanczos 
vectors. 
This example shows the limitations of a forward error analysis of the 
Lanczos algorithm. Since the Lanczos vectors may differ considerably even 
when there is only a small perturbation, any error analysis which attempts to 
compare the “ideal” (i.e. exact arithmetic) Lanczos vectors with the com- 
puted ones, has to run into considerable difficulties. Grcar [4] avoids this 
difficulty in his forward analysis, by making the strong assumption a priori 
that the error between “ideal” and computed Lanczos vectors is small. 
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The example above indicates that the situation for the Lanczos algorithm 
is comparable to other methods for tridiagonalizing a symmetric matrix, like 
Givens’s or Householder’s method. The computed intermediate quantities 
may differ from their ideal counterparts, but this is not the important issue if 
one performs a backward analysis. For these methods it can be shown that the 
computed tridiagonal matrix is exactly similar to a perturbation of the original 
matrix A, where the relative size of the perturbation is a modest multiple of 
the roundoff unit and I] A]]. We feel that a similar approach is also appropriate 
for the Lanczos algorithm. Our main attention will therefore be directed 
towards the matrix Tj. 
Let us first remark that the loss of linear independence of the Lanczos 
vectors does not concern us here. From Lemma 1 we can conclude that as 
long as w < l/(j - 1) the Lanczos vectors are linearly independent. This 
means in a typical situation with E = lo- 15, j = 100, that o can be as large as 
10P2, and the Lanczos vectors will be still linearly independent. Hence the 
level of orthogonality can grow by a factor of 1Or3 without affecting the linear 
independence of the qk. The loss of linear independence is therefore a 
consequence of the loss of orthogonality, and will not concern us for the 
moment. 
The following theorem complements [ll, Theorem 4.21 and shows how 
the loss of orthogonality affects the matrix Tj. 
THEOREM 3. Zf w, the level of orthogonulity among the Lanczos vectors 
91.92>93,.-0, 9i + 1 satisfies 
then the computed tridiagonal matrix Ti is similar to a matrix Tj, which is a 
perturbation of the orthogonal projection of A onto span(Qj). Zf A, denotes 
this projection, then 
IlAp - T’ll G fi&j+l+ 64lAll+ O(&2)lIAll+ 0(j3’2Q2)Pj+1* (6.1) 
Proof. Since 91, q2,. . . , 9 .+ I are linearly independent, the QR factoriza- 
tion of Qj has the form cs j = NjLr, where Nj is a n x j matrix with 
orthonormal columns, and LT is a 3 X j upper triangular matrix with positive 
diagonal elements. Moreover Nj and LT are uniquely determined. Since 
Wj = QFQj = LjNj*NjLT = LjLT, Lj is also the Choleski factor of Wj. 
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Similarly Qj+r=Nj+,LT+,, where Nj+r= [Nj]nj+r] and 
LT+l=[i: ;;:]=[;r / lj+l].
Now the basic Lanczos equation can be rearranged as follows: 
AQj-QjTj=Pj+lqj+leS +Fj> 
(6.2) 
LjLTTj = LjNj*ANjLT - j3j+lLjNj*Nj+llj+le,? - LjNj*Fj, 
Let Tj = LTTjL; *; then Fj is similar to Tj. Tj can now be considered as a 
perturbation of A, = Nj*ANj, the orthogonal projection of A onto span(Qj). 
The norm of this perturbation can be bounded by 
Now Nj*Nj+ 1 = 1. = [Z.]O] and Lr’e. = vl;‘ej, where qjj is the bottom diago- 
nal element of the Choleski fadtor’Lj. AS ]]Nj*]]=l and ]]Lj*]]<& by 
Lemma 2, we obtain 
Now we obtain from Lemma, 3 that -qjj = 1+ O(jo’), whence vii’ = 1+ 
O(jw’), and that ]]lj+r]]’ = C:=r[okj + O(~W~)]~ d jw2 + 0(j203), whence 
Ilij+Ill <fiti + ‘(1 *3/2u2). With these results (6.1) follows. n 
Theorem 3 says that the norm of the perturbation is proportional to the 
level of orthogonality among the Lanczos vectors, as long as the loss of linear 
independence among the Lanczos vectors is not imminent. The conclusion of 
Theorem 3 no longer holds when the Lanczos vectors begin to lose their linear 
independence. Because if w is of the size of l/j, the term O(j3/2w2)/3j+1 
becomes comparable to the first term in (6.1). Also IlLi ‘11 can no longer be 
bounded if w becomes too large. 
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Another important quantity to consider is the matrix Wj, which ideally 
should be the identity matrix Zj. Much of the material in the previous section 
was related to the question how much we can allow Wi to deviate from Zj and 
yet satisfy some useful properties enjoyed by Zj. Lemma 3 is the most 
important result in this direction. This lemma gives a first insight into why the 
particular bound w < JE/j is crucial for the Lanczos algorithm. In this case 
Wj has still, at least up to roundoff, the property of the identity matrix, that 
its lower triangular part is also its Choleski factor. This can be also seen by 
writing Wj = (I - KT )( I - Kj). Now if the bound on w holds, K;Kj becomes 
negligible like E. It seems that this property of Wj is enough to assure that the 
Lanczos algorithm in finite precision behaves up to roundoff like its ideal 
counterpart. This will be shown in the following 
THEOREM 4. zf jo2 6 E, i.e. if 
E 
w< 7, J 3 (6.3) 
then 
Nj*ANj = Tj + 5, (6.4) 
where the elements of Vj are of order 0( E[ 1 A 1 I), and Nj is the matrix as defined 
in Theorem 3. 
Proof. Since Nj*AN. is symmetric, it is sufficient to show by induction 
that the last column o I Nj*ANj and Tj differ only by a vector of order 
O(Wll). 
For j = 1 this is trivial since n, = ql. 
For general j transpose and rearrange Equation (6.2) from Theorem 3: 
Nj*ANj = Lj-‘TjLj + j3j+,L;1ejii*,, + LylFj*Nj. 
The last column of Nj*ANj then is given by 
Nj*ANjej = Li’TjLjej + pj+lL;‘ejij*+lej + LjlFj*Njej. (6.5) 
The proof now rests upon the fact that the last two terms in (6.5) are small 
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and that L: ‘T. L is a lower Hessenberg matrix and thus only the last two 
elements o / 11’ Li Tj Ljei are nonzero. Since Li and L; ’ are almost like the 
identity matrix, we should obtain that LilTjLjej = ajej + /3jej_l. In the 
remaining part of the proof we are going to show that these statements are 
true. 
Let the elements in the bottom right corner of Lj be denoted by 
Then the corresponding elements of L; ’ are 
,p..: . * I*. ST21 j-l : :I O 9 . . . C-1) 17jj-1 -1 qjj 
where r$;A)i = - 17 j j _ i / 77 j j TJ j _ I j _ i. With this notation we can evaluate the 
terms in (6.5) further: 
LilTjLjej = L[‘Tj(qjjej) = vjjL;‘(ajej +/3jej_l) 
= qjjajL;lej + qjjj3jL;‘ej_, 
=9jj~j9111e/+9jjPi(l)~~~lj_lej_1+~:51’,ej). 
For the second term one obtains 
Here nj .+i is the jth element of the vector Zj+,. 
Appkng Le mma 3, we obtain now because of (6.3) that 
qj-l i-1 = 1+ O(E), 
njj=l+O(&), 
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and therefore also ~7~’ = 1+ O(E), q;?i j_ 1 = 1 + O(E). Also from Lemma 3 
together with (6.3) it follows that 
9j+l j = Oj+l j + O(&)* 
Then ~$y?r = - qjj_rqjilq~!i j_ i = - tijj_i + O(E). And finally, since 
IILT’II <fi by Lemma 2, it follows that L;‘Frn = O(.s)IlAll. Combining all 
these facts together, we have 
Nj*ANjej= ajej +~jej_l+(j3j+lwj+1j -/3jojj-1)ej+ O(~)llAll, 
where we have used that bj + /?,+, < llTjll < (1+ s)llAll. 
Now we can use most advantageously Paige’s result in the form of (3.7) 
and obtain 
Nj*ANjej = ojej + Pjejpl + O(s)llAll, 
which concludes the proof. 
In the proof of Theorem 4 it was assumed that 
1 1 
jo2 < E implies w < - ~ 
2 j-l’ 
This will be satisfied for all practical applications of the Lanczos algorithm. 
From now on we will assume that j K E- ‘. 
Theorem 4 sets the stage for the next section. If it is possible to keep 
orthogonality at a level of 6, then the Lanczos algorithm actually computes a 
matrix Tj which is, up to roundoff, the orthogonal projection of A onto 
span(Qj), even though the Lanczos vectors themselves are no longer orthogo 
nal to working precision. 
7. SEMIORTHOGONALIZATION STRATEGIES 
As soon as the level of orthogonality deteriorates so much that lqT+ Iqk I > 
a0 = JE/j for some k < j, the nice result Tj = Nj*ANj does not hold any 
longer. The main goal in this section is to show that if by some means 
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semiorthogonality (i.e., )q:qk] < 6 for i # k) can be maintained among the 
Lanczos vectors, the result of Theorem 4 will still hold for the modified 
algorithm. 
Traditionally one was advised to perform the Lanczos algorithm with full 
reorthogonalization of the Lanczos vectors (Lanczos [6], Wilkinson [21]). This 
modification aims at maintaining orthogonality to working precision among 
the Lanczos vectors. Theorem 4 shows that not all this effort is necessary. 
More recently, selective orthogonalization (Parlett and Scott [15]) has been 
suggested as means of keeping semiorthogonality among the Lanczos vectors. 
Grcar [4] proposed periodic reorthogonalization in order to stabilize the 
Lanczos algorithm. The analysis for all these orthogonahzation methods can 
be unified with the concept of a semiorthogonulizution strategy for the 
Lanczos algorithm. 
Suppose at the jth step of the Lanczos algorithm 
Pi’+ lq(+ 1~ &j - “jqj - Pjqj- I- _fj’ 
and Iq(Tlqkl = Iw;+~~~ > oO for some k < j. Then we choose j - 1 real num- 
bers [r,. . . ,(j_1, and form 
j-l 
Pj+ 19j+ 1 = Pi+ 14(+ l- k;ltkqk - fi. (7.1) 
The algorithm will be continued with qj+ 1 instead of qi+ 1. This modification 
of the Lanczos algorithm will be called a semiorthogonalization strategy if the 
following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) The numbers &, k = 1,. . . j - 1 are chosen such that 
(7.2) 
where w. = \/E/j. 
(2) The computation of the &‘s and the formation of qj+l causes at most 
roundoff errors of O(E]]A]]), i.e., we have 
and llfill G 4IAll. 
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We now can show that Paige’s important result (3.7) concerning the local 
orthogonality of the Lanczos vectors also holds for the Lanczos algorithm with 
a semiorthogonalization strategy: 
LEMMA 4. Let p.+l and qi+l be computed by the Lanczos algorithm 
with a semimthogonakzation strategy (7.2)-(7.3). Then 
Proof. From (7.1) we obtain 
j-l 
Pj+ lq,?; 14j = Pi+ 14(*+ 14j - C tkqk*qj - f;.*Qj* 
k=l 
Using Paige’s result [lo, p. 3441 [ see also (3.7)] for the first term, and (7.2) 
and (7.3) for the second and third terms, it follows that 
In order to complete the proof the lemma we therefore have to find a bound 
on &f = maxi, kG j_1]&] which is of O(G). Again from (7.1) we obtain, after 
some rearranging and with (3.6), 
j-l 
for I= 1,2 ,..., j - 1. Therefore, 
I&I 6 W4ll~ + P. ,+,fi + ifiM + O(~)lI4l. 
Here we have used again the properties (7.2) and (7.3) of a semiorthogonali- 
zation strategy. The bound on fi~+llq~~ 1qll is obtained in the same way as 
(4.7). 
Now the right side does not depend on 1 any more, and we finally obtain 
by taking the maximum on the left side 
(1 --JjE)M G 2llAllL + Pj+, 
\i 
; + O(~)lI4l~ 
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Since we assumed previously that j -=x &-l, the desired bound on M follows, 
and this concludes the proof of the Lemma. W 
All orthogonalization methods mentioned above can be summarized under 
the new concept of a semiorthogonalization strategy. The details, which are 
nontrivial in the case of selective orthogonalization, will be discussed later. 
Surprisingly, under very general assumptions we can prove the following 
THEOREM 5. Let Ti be the tridiagonul matrix computed by the Lunczos 
algorithm with a semiorthogonulization strategy. Then Ni*ANj, the orthogonal 
projection of A on span(Qj), satisfies 
Ni*ANi = Ti i- Vi, (7.4) 
where the elements of Vi are O(E[[ All). 
Proof. For a certain number of steps the algorithm will be just the 
ordinary Lanczos algorithm and Theorem 4 can be applied. Suppose now at 
step j for the first time the semiorthogonalization strategy comes into play: 
j-l 
Pj+lqj+l=Aqj-‘Yjqj-Pjqj-l- C Skqk-fj, 
k=l 
or in terms of matrices, 
1 
AQj = QjT' + ‘C tkqkeT +Pj+ lqj+ le; + Fj 
k=l 
+&+lqj+le; + Fj. (7.5) 
Transposing and multiplying by Qj, one obtains 
i 
j-l 
QTAQj = Tj + C Ekejet QTQi + Pj+ lejqT+ 1Qj + FrQj* 
k=l i 
As before, let Qj = NjL5, Qj*Qj = LjLT. Then 
Lj + j3j+lLj’ejiy+1 + Lj’Fj*Nj. 
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Now comes the important observation when we consider, as before, the jth 
column of the matrix Nj*AN.. The perturbation term in Tj simply cancels out, 
as e:Ljej = qije,*ej = 0 for Jc = 1,. . . , j - 1. Thus 
Nj*ANjej = L;‘Tjqjjej + /3j+lL;1ejiJ1”,lej + L3’Fj*nj. (7.6) 
Now we can estimate the terms in (7.6) in the same way as in Theorem 4. We 
only have to use Lemma 4 instead of (3.7), and the result follows. 
Suppose that for every step from step j onward an orthogonalization 
occurs. If not, then we can simply set the corresponding & = 0. Then the 
governing equation (7.5) at step m > j can be written 
AQm - Qmt, = Pm+lqm+leZ+, + Fm, 
where 
m z-1 
T,,, = T, + c c (f)e,e,*. 
I=jk=l 
However, it is clear that again fzem = T,*e,,, = T,e,, and then the argument 
of Theorem 4 can be also used for the general case. n 
At first glance the result of Theorem 5 is very surprising. Because any 
orthogonalization appears to be such a disruption of the otherwise simple 
structure of the Lanczos algorithm, one might expect the output of the 
algorithm to be changed drastically as well. But this is only true if one thinks 
in terms of the exact algorithm. There the matrix Tj loses its simple tridiagonal 
structure when it is modified to pj. In finite precision the quantity to consider 
is not Tj, but LTTjLi*, which is almost the exact projection of A on 
span(Qj). Moreover, it is an upper Hessenberg matrix, but so is L;fjL; *. 
Therefore the modification of Tj due to an orthogonalization actually does not 
change the structure of the important quantities in the algorithm. This 
explains the relative ease with which Theorem 5 follows from Theorem 4. 
In order to prove Theorem 5 within our model, we had to assume that the 
semiorthogonalization strategy maintains a level of orthogonality of we = m 
among the Lanczos vectors. The dependence of j in w0 is a nuisance, since 
practical experience shows that semiorthogonality, i.e., a 6 level, is enough 
for computing an accurate Tj. The reason that Theorem 5 is weaker than we 
would like resides in the assumption implicitly made by using Lemma 3 that 
all off diagonal elements of Wj assume the maximum value o,,. This assump- 
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tion cannot be avoided, because there could be several largish elements in the 
last column of Wj. In many cases only some elements in the last column of Wj 
will be large enough to force an orthogonalization. The majority of off 
diagonal elements of Wj will be well below this threshold. Therefore the use 
of & for a practical algorithm is justified, although we did not prove it 
rigorously. 
7.1. Partial Reorthogonalization 
Originally the Lanczos algorithm was executed only with full reorthogo- 
nalization (FRO). This amounted to an orthogonalization of the new qi+l 
against all previous qj at every step, i.e. 
rj' E PJ’+ 141+ 1 = Aqj - “jqj - pjqj~l- ~‘, 
rj-r;- i ($*qk)qk. 
k=l 
It is clear that FRO will satisfy (7.2) and (7.3) for a general semiorthogonali- 
zation strategy. Actually we expect that lqcqj+ 1 1 < he, i.e. much more than 
necessary for (7.2). 
There is a minor point still to be considered. In (7.1) we do not consider 
an orthogonalization against qj. However, since 1 ri*qj 1 = /3]f+ 1lq$ lqj 1 < ~11 Al 1, 
we can write the FRO as 
j-l 
Pj+lqj+l=Aqj-cwjqj-Pjqj-1- C tkqk-5, 
k=l 
where 4 = -f;.’ + pi+ l(qJT1qj)qj. Therefore with & = r;*qk, k = 1,. . . ,j - 1, 
FRO is a semiorthogonalization strategy for the Lanczos algorithm and 
Theorem 5 holds. On the other hand Theorem 5 assures us that only a level of 
orthogonality of o,, among the Lanczos vectors is sufficient. FRO is therefore 
not efficient, since the extra orthogonality gained does not produce a more 
accurate Tj . 
This insight is the basis for Grcar’s [4] periodic reorthogonalization. In this 
method one has to update an n-vector which simulates the error in the current 
Lanczos vector as compared to the ideal Lanczos vector. If this estimate for 
the error rises above the 6 level, a full reorthogonalization of the current 
Lanczos vector and the one preceding it against all the previous ones is 
performed. If the error estimate is correct, Grcar’s analysis shows that the 
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Lanczos algorithm with periodic reorthogonalization computes a Tj which is 
accurate up to roundoff. 
Periodic reorthogonalization can be improved in two ways by using the 
recurrence from Theorem 1. Based on this recurrence, we only update a 
j-vector, which contains estimates oj+ i k for the terms 9;: rqk, k = 1,. . . , j. 
Secondly, since the wi+ i k ‘s indicate against which previous Lanczos vectors 
orthogonality has been lost, the current Lanczos vector has to be orthogonal- 
ized only against some of the previous Lanczos vectors. The resulting new 
method is called partial rem-thogonulimtion (PRO). 
The success of PRO depends very much on an accurate estimate for 
91: iqk. This is not a trivial task, since the recurrence (4.1) involves among 
others terms of the type f.*qk - fk*qj, which are not directly available in the 
algorithm, yet crucial for t 6 e recurrence. This problem is discussed in detail in 
[18]. Similarly it is not obvious against which previous Lanczos vectors to 
orthogonalize when the recurrence signals that orthogonality beyond the 
threshold value of 6 has been lost. Of course PRO forces an orthogonaliza- 
tion against all qk where 1913 iqk] exceeds the threshold, but it is more 
economical to perform orthogonalizations against “batches” of Lanczos vec- 
tors, containing the offending ones and a certain number of neighboring 
vectors. These computational details of PRO are discussed in [18]. 
The Lanczos algorithm with PRO at an abstract level therefore can be 
written as follows: 
(1) Perform a regular Lanczos step: 
(7.7a) 
(2) Update the estimates wj+ rk for 91: 19k for k = 1,. . . , j, using the 
recurrence (4.1). 
(3) Based on the information from the aj+ rk, determine a set of indices 
L(j)={k]l<k<j}andcompute 
Pj+19j+l=P~+19(+1- c (&+19;:19k)9k - 4. (7.7b) 
k E L(j) 
Clearly, with tk = PJ’, i9(T iqk, PRO is a semiorthogonalization strategy. Theo 
rem 5 can be applied and guarantees the computation of a Tj which up to 
roundoff is the orthogonal projection of A onto spari( 
7.2. Selective Orthogonulization 
The previous section was a natural application of Theorem 5. In order to 
check whether selective orthogonalization (SO) is also a semiorthogonalization 
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strategy for the Lanczos algorithm, let us first recall the result and the 
notation of Paige’s theorem (Theorem 2), which forms the basis for SO. 
Paige’s theorem describes how the new vector o(+i behaves when orthog- 
onality is lost: it is tilted towards the vectors yi, which are approximate 
eigenvectors for the matrix A. The quantity yii/j3i+iuji is a measure for the 
loss of orthogonality in direction of a certain vector yi. Our general assump- 
tions on the Lanczos algorithm imply that yii is of the order of the roundoff 
unit. Let us therefore assume that lyiil < EIIA~~. The only way that yFoi+ i can 
become large is by pji = /3,l+,u,, becoming small. SO therefore computes and 
monitors some of the pii. If one pji becomes smaller than a certain threshold 
value K j, then qi+ 1 is orthogonalized against the corresponding yi, The j th 
step of the Lanczos algorithm with SO can therefore be written as follows: 
(1) Perform a regular Lanczos step: 
Pi+lq(+l=&j -ajqj -Pjqj-l-fj’* (7.8a) 
(2) Determine the set 
L(j)= {illGiQj3Pji<KjI* (7.8b) 
(3) Compute yi = Qjsi for i E L(j). Then the next Lanczos vector is 
given by 
Pj+14j+l=P~+lQ(+l- C (PJ(+14~TlYi)Yi-f;* (7.8~) 
iEL(j) 
The set L(j) may be empty; then nothing will be done in step 3. This is only 
a simplified version of an actual implementation of SO; for example, the yi are 
not recomputed. However, (7.8) catches the main features of SO, and it is 
sufficient to consider here as a model of the actual computation. 
It is not obvious at all that SO as defined in (7.8) is a semiorthogonaliza- 
tion strategy. We want to show first that SO formally follows the pattern in 
(7.2). We have 
Pj+14j+l=P~+lS~+l- C ( b;+14j?1Yi)9jsi - fi 
iEL(j) 
=p~+14(+1- i C (P~+lQ~:lYi)"kiqk-fi* (7.9) 
k=l iEL(j) 
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Recall that the eigendecomposition of Tj is given by TjSj = SjOj, ST = 
(a,i,.**, uji). Also note that for the unwanted jth term 
The effects of SO regarding the jth Lanczos vector are hence of the same 
order as the roundoff unit, and we can subsume them in the fjterm. Hence 
SO is formally a semiorthogonalization strategy with 
tk= C (pj+19/TIYi)“ki, k=l ,...,j - 1. 
iEL(j) 
The method of SO is due to Parlett and Scott [15]. They suggest the use of 
the threshold ~~ = &llTjjl in order to maintain semiorthogonality among the 
Lanczos vectors. The following theorem shows, from a different perspective, 
why this is the right choice. 
THEOREM 6. Zf the first j Lances vectm are semiorthogonal, if lyiil < 
elIAll, and if ~~ is chosen such that ~~ >~1lA/l&, then one step of SO 
according to (7.8) produces a vector 9j+ 1 such that 
IIQ;9j+lll G 6 + o(j3’211AllE)* (7.10) 
Proof. Let w,=QT~~ for k=l,...,j+l and ~;+,=Q791+~. Then 
wj =(w,,..., wj), Let Sj=(sl,..., sj) be defined as before. Multiplying (7.9) 
by QT and using this notation, one obtains 
Pj+lwj+l=PjLlw~+l +,I+1 i c (9(:~~i)wvQj*f; 
k=l iEL(j) 
Because of the symmetry of Wj it follows that 
Pj*lwj+l =P;+~(wi+~- C (W;fLSi)WjSi)-Q:fi. (7.1’) 
iEL(j) 
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Since wj,i is a j-vector, it can be expanded in terms of the orthonormal 
vectors si, 
wJ+l= f: cpisi with ‘pi = wj*, isi. 
i=l 
Then (7.12) becomes 
Pj+lwj+l =P,l+l 
i 
i ‘Pisi- C 'Piwjsi -Qi*.ij 
i=l i EL(j) I 
=P;+l( C ‘Pisi+ C Ti(zj-wj)si)-Q~~’ t7*13) 
i cZ L(j) iEL(j) 
Therefore 
We can bound the terms in (7.14) further. Consider the definition of L(j) 
in (7.8b). It follows that i 4 L(j) iff /3! ]+ iuji > Kj. Using Paige’s theorem, we 
have p;+iuj, = yii/r&; hence for i E L(j) we have the following bound: 
(7.15) 
with the choice of ~~ > jllAll&. On the other hand, if i E L(j), we simply 
estimate J’pil < II w;+ iI/, and II w;+ i/l can be estimated by using (4.7) and the 
semiorthogonality of the first j Lanczos vectors. One obtains 
P;+llTil G P~+lll~j+~ll G 2lIAIlfi + 0(4IAII)* (7.16) 
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Finally, using a result analogous to Lemma 1 and again the semiorthogonality, 
it follows that 
IJzj - wjll < (j - l)h* (7.17) 
Assume now that IL(j)1 = k, where k is a small integer; then substituting 
(7.15)-(7.17) into (7.14), it follows that 
pj+lllwj+lll< pi+li$ + k(j - ‘>~[‘llAllfi + O(ElIAll)I +O(EIIAII) 
<p;+Ji + qj”‘“ll4l~)* (7.18) 
Now it can be shown that pi+, = [l+ O(~)]jljl+~, and (7.10) follows. n 
In order to appreciate Theorem 6 several more remarks are necessary. The 
proof of Theorem 6 seems to indicate that from an SO point of view it would 
be more natural to define the level of orthogonality by using IIQTcI~+ r II 
instead of using IIQ$j+ illo3 as we did. Assuming that IlQt~I~+rll <&, it 
would be possible to prove (7.10) with an O(j.sllAll) term. With this more 
realistic interpretation Theorem 6 indeed shows that SO maintains semior- 
thogonality among the Lanczos vectors in the sense that IIQcqk+ iI1 < & for 
k = 1,. . . , j. 
Equation (7.13) makes clear how SO goes about maintaining semiorthogo- 
nality. The loss of orthogonality vector w;+ r is decomposed into its eigencom- 
ponents. The components which have grown too large [i E L(j)] are reduced 
by orthogonalization to roundoff level; the other components (i G L(j)) 
remain unchanged. The key to the understanding why SO maintains semior- 
thogonality hence lies in (7.13). The remaining part of the proof of Theorem 6 
only translates the informal argument above into exact estimates. 
Equation (7.13) also illustrates why SO had some problems in gaining 
wide acceptance as a means of maintaining semiorthogonality. The proper 
way to study SO is in terms of the yi or, as in (7.13), in terms of the si. This is 
conceptually more difficult than the apparent and “natural’ way to study SO 
in terms of the Lanczos vectors. This different point of view only involves a 
change of basis in spari( however, the failure to recognize this prompted 
wrong judgements about SO. 
Finally, by making the requirements on ~~ more stringent, it is possible to 
show that SO will also be able to maintain a level of orthogonahty of o. as 
defined in (7.2). To be precise, we have the following 
COROLLARY. Zf the level of orthogmlity among the Lances vectors is 
wo, if yii 6 EIIAII, and if Kj is chosen such that ~~ 2 j1Y2(lAll\/E72, then one 
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step of sekctiue orthogonukation produces a qi+ 1 such that 
ma lqi*+lqkl G w0 
l<k<j 
+ O(j~llN. 
The proof is analogous to Theorem 6. With the help of this corollary we 
can apply Theorem 5, and it follows that SO also produces a matrix Tj which 
is, up to roundoff, the orthogonal projection of A onto span(Qj). 
8. APPLICATIONS 
So far we have discussed the Lanczos algorithm in finite precision only as 
a way of tridiagonalizing the given matrix A. One main application we had in 
mind, however, was solving linear systems of equations. Recall from Section 2 
that in order to compute an approximate solution vector xi to Ax = b, we 
solved Tjhj = &el and then computed xi = Qjhj. Suppose that we have 
employed some semiorthogonalization strategy, computed Tj and Qj? and 
determine now 
x j = QjT,: ‘&el. (8.1) 
In this case it is easier to compare xi with Xi, rather than to estimate b - Axj. 
Here 7j is the best approximation from span(Qj), i.e., using orthogonal 
projections, 
Xi = N,( Nj*ANj) -lNj*b. (8.2) 
Recall that Nj Nj* is the orthogonal projector onto span( Qj), where Nj = Qj Ls 
is defined as in Section 6. Since q1 = n,, we have ii = Nj(Nj*ANj)-‘Pie,. 
According to Theorem 5, we have that Tj + Vi = Nj*ANj, where the elements 
of Vi are of 0( ~11 All). Therefore we can replace Nj*Ayj by Tj, since the 
perturbation introduced this way in the computation of x j is of the same order 
as the backward error, which we have to take into account anyway when 
solving linear systems by Gaussian elimination. It depends only on K(T~), the 
condition number of Tj. 
The only way that the finite precision Lanczos algorithm affects the 
computation of x j versus ii is through the formation of x j as a linear 
combination of the qk, which are not orthogonal. This effect can be estimated 
by comparing Qj with Nj: 
IlQj - Njll < 1INjL; - Njll = IlLT - ljll <my (8.3) 
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where we have used that the level of orthogonality among the Lanczos vectors 
is oo. Hence if the Lanczos algorithm is used for solving linear systems of 
equations, and the required accuracy is not less than &‘, the solution xi 
computed from (8.1) is as good as the best solution obtainable from span(Qj). 
Only when a higher accuracy is required additional steps have to be taken (cf. 
Parlett [14]). 
If the algorithm is used for computing eigenvalues the situation is even 
better. Theorem 5 assures us that the eigenvalues of Tj are, up to roundoff, 
the Rayleigh-Ritz approximations from span(Qj). This is the best we could 
hope for. 
I wish to thank Beresford Parlett for his constructive criticism regarding 
the presentation of the results, and Chris Paige, who suggested several 
valuable improvements. 
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